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Delivering what 
energy investments
in Africa need –

Real protection against real risks.
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Over the next decade, annual investments of USD 15 billion in energy projects will be needed to meet the UN’s SDG7 goal of universal access to reliable, affordable and sustainable energy by 2030* …





read more  




Thanks to its huge renewable energy potential, Africa can pursue a much less carbon-intensive development model than elsewhere in the world.




That is why insurance solutions backed by the African Energy Guarantee Facility (AEGF) are key to adequately de-risk sustainable energy projects and get them from the drawing board to the grid.




* Northeast Group, Sub-Saharan Africa Power Sector: Market Forecast (2019 – 2028), Vol. III, November 2019; 
International Energy Agency (IEA);
Africa Energy Outlook 2019, November 2019














Success starts with
the right risk cover.




The African Energy Guarantee Facility (AEGF) equips primary insurers with the additional capacity to cover risks that traditionally were beyond their scope – the kinds of risks that have been holding back crucial energy investment or threatening the success of energy projects already underway.








Why AEGF?

Maintaining the growth momentum of Sub-Saharan Africa’s dynamic economies means shifting all aspects of electrification into a higher gear. AEGF-backed insurance solutions are part of the linkage that gets energy projects from the drawing board to the grid.
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Developers



Make energy projects stronger right from the start.


Project insurance is good, but project insurance backed by AEGF will make the difference in securing early-stage investments and offtake agreements, too.
							more
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Investors



Power up your deal flow with safer investments.


Total demand for energy in the region is expected to quadruple to almost 1500 terawatt hours (TWh) over the next two decades due to urbanization, rising agricultural and industrial production and infrastructure modernization.

 
							more
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Lenders



Maximize the financing potential to mainstream green energy development.


AEGF means more than just peace of mind for local and regional lenders as they help to weave green energy development into the region's urban and rural economic fabric.
							more
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Insurers



Take energy project insurance to the next level.


“As a primary insurer, our success depends on providing the targeted, cost-effective risk mitigation solutions that developers, investors and lenders require. The African Energy Guarantee Facility is key to fulfilling that role.” – Manuel Moses, CEO, Africa Trade Insurance Agency
							more
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